PANSITE Add-ons
The content management system PANSITE offers numerous useful
functions. To get even more out of your intranet, we have developed
numerous useful add-ons. The additional functions fit perfectly into your
system and can be used without any programming skills.

PANSITE°f|g|r: Form Generator
With the Form Manager web forms can be generated completely without any
programming skills in PANSITE. Individual fields can easily be placed by drag and
drop and configurated with just a few entries. In this way, forms for a wide variety
of purposes are created in no time at all.

PANSITE°2|b: Bulletin Board
With the Notice Board, a platform for staff members on the intranet, small
announcements can easily be generated. Users can determine how long the ad
should be valid. In addition to detailed descriptions, each user can also add
pictures to his add.

PANSITE°f|o|r: Forum
With the forum, you can provide your employees with the opportunity to
exchange information easily. You decide whether contributions should be
released moderated - that means only after verification by authorized users – or
not.

PANSITE°s|m|b: Simple Message Blog
The Simple Message Blog simplifies the communication within a working team or
the entire company. Messages can be written by selected individuals, for example
the manager or a team leader, and can be commented by the staff members. As
a useful feature, the Simple Message Blog provides a search that allows you to
search blog entries quickly and easily for specific terms. It is also possible to
upload pictures and documents within the individual contributions and to limit
the number of characters.

PANSITE°m|p|r: Meeting Room Planner
The management of conference rooms can become a huge challenge for large
companies. With the Meetingroom Planner, you manage your rooms in a clear
and effective manner. If, for example, you are looking for a conference room for
ten people, equipped with a beamer and a screen, you can filter specific objects
by specifying criteria. All meeting rooms are displayed in a clear list.

PANSITE°r|m: Resource Management
With the Resource Management you can manage all commonly shared
equipment – like company cars, notebooks or navigation devices. A well
structured calendar shows which resources are available.

PANSITE°s|s|t: Simple Survey Tool
This add-on is a sleek system, which allows quick and uncomplicated surveys.
With this add-on companies get an easy-to-use instrument that can be used to
inquire the general opinion within the organization anonymously.

PANSITE°s|e: Search Engine
The high-performing, customizable Search-Function scans any source and is not
limited to the PANSITE-system. External web pages or directories (for example a
telephone database) can also be scanned and the results can be displayed
prioritized.

PANSITE°p|d|b: Phone Database
With the Telephone Database add-on you can get even more out of your intranet.
The web based application, connected to the Active Directory, supports you in
administering- and keeping up to date your contact-data. The special highlight:
Individual entries can be linked everywhere within the intranet in the form of
business cards.

PANSITE°w|a|t: Watchlist
With the help of the watchlist you do not miss any news on the intranet anymore.
This clever feature will keep track of selected pages, documents, or folders, and
will notify you as soon as changes are made. You can get information about new
features by email. It is possible to configure how often and on which day
notifications are to be sent.

PANSITE°c|o|e: Calendar of Events
Events have to be planned carefully. To facilitate your internal plannings, we have
developed a solution that allows you to easily create and view your events on the
intranet. In addition, it is possible to transfer appointments to your Outlook
calendar or to suggest appointments to other users.

PANSITE°m|c: Media Center
With the Media Library add-on videos can easily be made available for other users
on your website or intranet. The video-content can be divided into different
categories from which the viewer later can choose. Only the videos assigned to
the category are displayed. In addition, the media library offers the possibility to
add a short description to each video and to preview the other video content in
the thumbnail overview.

PANSITE°d|m: Document Management
With the PANSITE document management all kinds of documents (Office, PDF,
etc.) can be composed on the intranet and stored as favorites for quick access. In
addition, download lists can be created from which the documents can be
downloaded as a ZIP file. The upload works the same way: Upload your own files
directly from your computer to your upload list with just a few clicks. There, they
can be moved back to the download list as required, in order to download them
together with other documents as a ZIP archive.

PANSITE°b|p: Banner Scheduler
The Banner Scheduler allows you to individually control the processing times of
your creative or advertising banners on your website or intranet. For example,
specify when and in which order the banner motifs are displayed, in which rhythm
they should change, and when the banners go offline again. In addition, you can
provide the banners with a text.

PANSITE°x|d|b: Excel to Database Import
With this add-on, data from an Excel file can be written directly into the database
and displayed in PANSITE as a list or table. In addition, the record can be opened
as an HTML page.

PANSITE°e|n|s: Extended News
With this add-on, internal messages can be published quickly and easily by editors
on the Intranet. Messages that have been activated as top news are also displayed
in the news slider at the top of the home page. As soon as several messages are
available, they change regularly. By entering categories and locations, the
message pool can easily be searched.

Special Modules
PANSITE°n|l: Newsletter Tool
The newsletter tool supports you in all areas around the dispatch of your
newsletter created in PANSITE: from the uncomplicated import of the recipient
lists to the evaluation of various user statistics, we give you an equally intuitive
and versatile tool.

PANSITE°v|d|b: Vacancy Database
The Vacancy Creator allows you to quickly and easily create vacancies via a wizard.
For the usual formats (e.g. regular positions, trainees, students), the add-on
provides ready-made templates. After the publication, the job advertisements are
displayed in lists that can appear in different places (internet/intranet) and can
behave differently (e.g. other intranet designs, automatically displayed on the
intranet, three days before publication). In addition, vacancies can be duplicated
as a template, job archives can be created and contact persons can be stored and
linked with the jobs. For online applications, vacancies can be connected to the
application workflow with PANFLOW.

PANSITE°q|l: Quicklister
Via an independent backend, contributions such as news and press releases can
be maintained form-based. This backend can provide various content for news
areas and lists on the internet, intranet or in an app. There are different categories
for filtering the lists (for example topic and destination of a news). These
categories can be expanded as required. The Quicklister provides an overview of
all posts as well as a function for archiving. The contributions can also be sorted
independently of their date, duplicated as a template and, if necessary, published
in a time-delayed manner.
By linking the backend to the Active Directory, the access of the user can be
controlled individually.

